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dnspy is a free, open source, and very well written decompiler. its feature rich and has some very good options for decompiling and debugging. its very fast and
has a very clean ui. its a good option for decompiling and debugging from command prompt or windows gui. justdecompile is a very polished and fast.net

decompiler with most features mentioned in il spy and a plugins model. its source code is available on github. its not very fast, but its free and has a lot of options
for decompiling and debugging. dotpeek is a decompiler for c#, f#, vb.net, c++, and for.net core. it also has an open source alternative called codemaid. it is

100% free. dotpeek is a decompiler for.net and mono. the decompiled method is displayed in an editor. unlike justdecompile, dotpeek is not using any third party
gui. nitro is an open source and free version of dotpeek. it also contains a few other useful tools: stacktrace and a command line version of the decompiler. nitro
supports c#, f#, vb.net, c++ and vb it is written in javascript with node.js and electron. visualj is a java decompiler for java 1.5 and 1.6. it includes an integrated

java debugger with call stack, class hierarchy and bytecode manipulation. visualj is developed by remobjects. visualj supports both j2ee and j2me. for many
people, obtaining a decompiler is the first and the most important step when it comes to learning how to reverse engineer a program. decompilers are tools that
allow you to look at the decompiled code of a program, in order to understand it better. therefore, it is of utmost importance that a decompiler you use is actually

a decompiler and not just a decompilerer. for example, ida pro is a well-known disassembler, but is also a pretty good decompiler (which is something of a
misnomer, since a disassembler does not actually decompile code into something that looks like your original source code).
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